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Canadian Art Laboratory was a notable Canadian manufacturer and international supplier of artists’ materials during the early- to mid-twentieth century. Founded in Toronto in the early 1930s by chemical engineer Henry James Goulding Carter, this firm filled a void in the manufacturing sector of artists’ materials in Canada. Canadian Art Laboratory flourished for just over twenty years until the company was officially dissolved in 1954. It claims to have pioneered titanium white as an artists’ paint in 1932 and manufactured the first watercolours in Canada. The reasons for the demise of Canadian Art Laboratory after such a short period of operation are not entirely clear. This research examines the history and activities of the company and its products in the context of a specific period in Canadian history when Canadian art technique and Canadian-made artists’ materials were being recognized and promoted.
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Introduction

By the turn of the twentieth century, early itinerant painters who worked in Ontario had been replaced by a new, emerging group of painters who flocked to larger metropolitan centres such as Hamilton, London and Toronto. Even at the height of the Great Depression we find over forty artists listed in the Toronto business directory including painters Wyly Grier (1862-1957), Lawren S. Harris (1885-1970) and John W. Beatty (1869-1941).1 As artists gathered together in these metropolitan centres, they often shared studio facilities and formed artistic communities; some groups sketched together, both in the studio and en plein air (Figure 1).2 They also belonged to arts organizations that promoted the advancement of Canadian art such as the Ontario Society of Artists founded in 1872, the Royal Canadian Academy of Arts founded in 1880, the Toronto Art Students League founded in 1886, and The Arts and Letters Club formed in Toronto in 1908.3 These professional and social networks facilitated discussions on a variety of philosophical issues pertaining to art but also practical issues of painting. The nature, availability, stability and costs of artists’ materials were always important issues for artists, as the quality of their work depended upon them. It is not surprising, therefore, that a Canadian manufacturer of art materials emerged in the early 1930s to supply this growing number of artists with the materials they desired. The name of the company was Canadian Art Laboratory. This research reveals that it was once a successful Canadian manufacturer that distributed artists’ materials across the country and abroad for just over twenty years, from the early 1930s through the 1950s. Canadian Art Laboratory contributed to the development of art in Canada by providing artists with the opportunity to buy uniquely Canadian-made artists’ materials and participate in demonstrations of these products by local Toronto artists. At the beginning of one catalogue of Canadian Art Laboratory, it clearly states that through the manufacture of artists’ supplies and permanent artists’ oils and watercolours, it has the same desire as Canadian artists to “perpetuate and establish a Canadian technique and tradition.”4

Figure 1. Toronto Art Students League members sketching outdoors [from left to right: C.W. Jefferys, Miss Henrietta Hancock (Mrs. H. Brittain), F.H. Brigden, Miss Stoodley (seated), Miss. J.M.F. Adams (Mrs. C.W. Jefferys), Mrs. Gertrude E. Spurr (Gertrude Spurr Cutts), Miss Hegler], photograph taken between 1886 and 1904. Photograph: Archives of Ontario, F-1066.
The Early Distribution of Artists’ Materials in Canada

The importation, distribution and manufacture of artists’ materials in Canada has not been widely studied; however, research conducted by Levenson in the 1980s on painters in Quebec City indicates that up to the mid-nineteenth century, artists’ materials were primarily imported from countries such as France, Britain and the United States. The rest of Canada was obtaining its artists’ materials primarily from Britain and the United States. Historical evidence of this practice can readily be found in early Canadian newspaper advertisements where, for example, reference is made to British manufactured artists’ materials being available in Toronto. These imported materials were often sold by apothecary shops and through retail and wholesale suppliers of oils, paints and varnishes (Figure 2). The 1900 Toronto business directory lists only two entries advertising under the specific heading of “Artists’ Materials”: The Art Metropole and The E. Harris Co. Ltd. This lack of reference to specialty shops in such a large metropolitan centre suggests that artists obtained their supplies through a variety of shops not necessarily specializing only in artists’ materials and not necessarily advertising in the Toronto business directory.

The sale of artists’ materials was to become a continually expanding enterprise in Toronto throughout the twentieth century as the demand for high quality and specialized artists’ materials increased. Early twentieth-century directories in Toronto provide insight into the number of firms advertising and distributing artists’ materials at that time and clearly reveal the extent of the expansion of this trade on a yearly basis (Appendix 1). From only two suppliers listed alphabetically under “artists’ materials” in 1900, the number rose to seven in 1928 and twelve in 1932. Canadian Art Laboratory was listed in the Toronto City Directory for the first time in 1939 along with six additional companies (Figure 3). They were a part of the steady expansion of specialized shops in Toronto but they were also the only non-subsidiary, large-scale manufacturer of artists’ materials in Canada throughout the first half of the twentieth century.

History of Canadian Art Laboratory

Canadian Art Laboratory was founded in Toronto in the early 1930s by chemical engineer Henry James Goulding Carter (active 1932-1951). In later promotional literature, Carter is listed as H. James Carter, B.A.Sc., and he is presumably the “nationally known colour chemist who has made a life study of the fine arts” as described in company catalogues and promotional literature. Little is known of Carter’s activities until the incorporation of his business.

On March 28, 1947 the company was incorporated by letters patent to form Canadian Art Laboratory Ltd. In the letters patent, Carter declares that:

For the past 9 years I have carried on business at the City of Toronto under the firm name and style of Canadian Art Laboratory and during the whole of the said period I have been sole proprietor of the said business, no one being or having been associated with me in any partnership whatsoever.

This would indicate that Carter had been in business since 1938, yet advertising material published after incorporation states that the company was in business since 1932 and that it “pioneered” titanium white as an artists’ paint in 1932. It is probable that Carter was developing artists’ materials and researching paints in the early 1930s under the name of Canadian Art Laboratory but only considered his practice a true business operation from 1938 onward. This logical assumption is supported by the fact that he first advertised his business as a wholesaler of artists’ materials in the Toronto City Directory in 1939 and information contained in the directory may have been gathered in the previous year. Reasons for incorporation in 1947 may have been that the company required expansion for a wider global market and wished to benefit from the financial and limited liability aspects of incorporation.

Examining information contained in the letters patent provides us with an understanding of how the company intended to conduct its business.
The objects for which incorporation was sought were:

(a) To manufacture, process, buy, sell, import, export or in any other manner deal in supplies, appliances and equipment used in the practice, study and pursuit of the graphic arts; and
(b) Manufacture, process, buy, sell, import, export or in any other manner deal in paints, varnishes, shellacs, stains, oils, lacquers, inks, pigments, dye stuffs and colouring materials of all kinds.  

In the Companies Information Act document of March 31, 1947, H.J.G. Carter is listed as being on the board of directors, president and chief officer or manager of the newly formed Canadian Art Laboratory Ltd. and a Mary S. Carter is listed as being on the board of directors and secretary-treasurer. Both Carters are listed as residents of Port Credit, Ontario, so it is possible that they were related. Little biographical information is available about the Carters. The permanent directors of the company as listed in the Companies Information Act document were H. J. G. Carter, Mary S. Carter and Thomas Scott.

In 1950, Canadian Art Laboratory failed to submit an annual return of information and filing fee to the provincial secretary by the required date, stating that it had undergone considerable re-organization over the past year. This is the first indication that the company was in some managerial and perhaps financial crisis. In March of 1950, director Thomas Scott was replaced by Harry A. Scarlett. On July 24, 1951, both Carters and Scarlett resigned and the new directors are listed as John W. Sharp and P.G. Hillhouse of Cowansville, Quebec, and Ross Clarkson of Montreal, Quebec. The founder of Canadian Art Laboratory, Henry James Goulding Carter, was no longer active as a director.

By the time the company dissolved in 1954, the Canadian market was opening up to artists’ materials from larger, international firms such as Winsor & Newton, Rowney, Reeves & Sons and Grumbacher. It is understandable that a small enterprise such as Canadian Art Laboratory would find it difficult to compete with these well-established artists’ suppliers in the U.S. and U.K. On October 11, 1952, an application to surrender its charter was published in the Ontario Gazette. The corporation of Canadian Art Laboratory was officially dissolved on February 22, 1954.

**Aims and Principles**

The aims and principles guiding the Canadian Art Laboratory were laid out at the beginning of their promotional catalogues. Their goals were primarily to supply artists with permanent oil colours using the highest quality materials and to provide advice to artists on technical matters. In the introduction to the 1949 Canadian Art Laboratory catalogue, it is stated:

**TO YOU …. THE CANADIAN ARTIST**

We have created, as Color Chemists, Permanent Artists Oils and Permanent Watercolours and attendant Artists supplies...
with the same desire as you have to perpetuate and establish a CANADIAN TECHNIQUE & TRADITION. We have created our colors with all the old traditionary knowledges and have added True Palette Permanency for your most exacting demands.

All our Oils, Watercolors and other Art Color products are MADE IN CANADA AT OUR TORONTO LABORATORY.

We welcome and appreciate your close interest in our development.

H. JAMES CARTER, B.A.Sc.

Clearly, the company was concerned with demands by artists to produce and supply chemically stable materials. Canadian Art Laboratory claimed in their 1949 catalogue, that their oil colours exceeded the requirements set out by the American Artists’ Professional League and the tentative specifications of the American Artists’ Professional Association.

The American Artists’ Professional Association was conceived in 1928 by F. Ballard Williams, assistant treasurer of the National Academy of Design in New York, with the aim of establishing a “national organization to meet the increasing interests in traditional realism in American art.” With funding from the Carnegie Corporation Endowment Fund they also established a colour pigment research program which was completed in 1932. This association thus became the leading authority on artists’ pigments at that time and was also “instrumental in establishing the U.S. Bureau of Standards original set of government-sponsored standards for artists’ colors.”

Canadian Art Laboratory adopted these American standards in the manufacture of their own artists’ colours and even designated a permanent palette of colours with the label of GOLD SEAL which represented Canadian Art Laboratory’s guarantee of permanence.

Marketing of Canadian Art Laboratory Products

Canadian Art Laboratory products may have been promoted through brochures and advertisements in small local newspapers in their early years of operation. They published an advertisement in the first edition of Canadian Art magazine in 1943 which would have brought them to the attention of many national and international art professionals. In this advertisement, the company was located at its second address which was 96 Queen Street East. The advertisement stated that Canadian Art Laboratory was established in 1932 and that they were specialists in “Fine Artists’ Oils, Designers’ Gouache Colours, Showcard Colours, Powder Temperas.” In the following year, they added the slogan “Buy Canadian – Buy the Best” into many of their advertisements, thus appealing to a patriotic response by consumers.

In a 1944 advertisement Canadian Art Laboratory listed sixteen Canadian cities in which dealers sold their products. These included Toronto, Montreal, Hamilton, Peterborough, Chatham, Sarnia, London, Guelph, Winnipeg, Newmarket, Calgary, Windsor, Ottawa, Fort William, Halifax and Chesley.

Sales had clearly expanded across Canada suggesting that there was great demand for their materials. At the same time the company was also adding to the range of materials it produced and by 1945 it was manufacturing twenty-eight gouache colours. This appears to be an astonishing number of colours for such a small business. Another innovation was the introduction of “Foundation White” which was an oil-bound zinc oxide paint used for grounds and described as having been “scientifically designed in our laboratories to collect and reflect light throughout your painting, adding brilliance to your work!” They also stated that it formed a permanent white, was non-absorbent, provided good adhesion to oil paint, and would not darken with age. It was well known at this time that the more traditional lead white (Flake White) used in grounds could darken when exposed to hydrogen sulphide in the environment, or when mixed with sulphide containing pigments. Without the benefit of scientific analysis of “Foundation White” it is not possible to establish whether or not Canadian Art Laboratory mixed it with other white pigments to improve the drying properties and poor hiding power of zinc oxide paint.

Unfortunately, there is no further information on their development of titanium white as an artists’ pigment apart from an advertisement which again states that CALAB pioneered titanium white in 1932 and that there are two varieties; titanium white #1 and titanium white #2. It further states that #2 is more fluid than #1 for winter outdoor sketching. In their 1949 catalogue they list two varieties for sale; one is simply listed as titanium white and the other is listed as titanium white #2 (softer).

It is the “permanent” aspect of their paint materials that was most often used to differentiate Canadian Art Laboratory and to market themselves as being above the rest of the crowd. In 1946, they claimed to have produced “permanent” artists’ oils and referred to themselves as “Artists’ Colouremen,” a traditional designation used in Britain for manufacturers and distributors of artists’ materials.
By 1947, the year of their incorporation, Canadian Art Laboratory placed an ad in *Canadian Art* which advertised a custom designed “CALAB” premier sketch box, which was a further expansion of their range in artists’ materials. One should note that their CALAB acronym appeared only after incorporation but was used along with the acronyms C.A.L. and CAL over the years. The company was now identified as “Canadian Art Laboratory Limited” and was located at its new facility at 536 Eastern Avenue at the corner of Carlaw Avenue. They also stated that CALAB products were sold “Canadian Art Laboratory Limited” and was located at its new facility at 536 Eastern Avenue at the corner of Carlaw Avenue. They also stated that CALAB products were sold throughout the world, indicating a significant change in marketing practice. The company had extended its operations to include distributors of its products in Vancouver (Clayton’s and then Lush-Jones Ltd.), the British Isles (Arts & Crafts Ltd. in Doncaster) and the United States (Dick Blick Co., Galesburg, Illinois). This necessitated a substantial expansion of their facilities to include 534-6 Eastern Avenue, although in some advertisements, even after 1948, only their 536 address appeared. Canadian Art Laboratory encouraged artists to visit their facilities for technical consultations and advertised mixed technique demonstrations of their products. Demonstrators included L.A.C. Panton, Director of Art, Northern Vocational School, Toronto, and Carl Schaefer, instructor and artist, Ontario College of Art, Toronto.

By 1949, international sales of Canadian Art Laboratory products included the United States (Dick Blick Co.), South Africa (C.L. Konings), South America (Joao Muller) and the British Isles (Arts & Crafts Ltd.). Little indicates the exact nature of their marketing abroad except for six Canadian Art Laboratory pamphlets (advertisements) held by Blick Art Materials in Galesburg, Illinois, USA. The pamphlets are identified by date, colour of the Dick Blick Co. catalogue in which Canadian Art Laboratory advertisements appeared, colour of the pamphlet, or are described as posters. Three of the pamphlets that appeared in Dick Blick Co. catalogues are dated to 1950 and the remaining undated pamphlets date from post 1948 since this is when Canadian Art Laboratory began using Dick Blick Co. as a distributor in the United States. Some of the pamphlets included the reproduction of a handwritten testimonial letter by American artist James M. Sessions (1882-1962) dated 1948. In this letter, Sessions stated that he had used CALAB oil and watercolours and had found them to be good. There is also a reproduction of one of Sessions’ paintings in the catalogue and he stated that it was done in CALAB watercolour on Blick’s Watercolour Board. This advertising strategy harmoniously promoted both companies’ materials by the endorsement of a practising artist.

The range of materials offered to Dick Blick Co. for distribution included oil and watercolour paints, designers’ gouache, sets of oils, and brushes. Many of the advertisements contained “The Ten Points of CALAB Superiority.” Several of these points promoted the company’s commitment to high standards of manufacture and unequalled quality. Point 9 stated: Every colour surpasses all known standards and specifications of The Professional Art Societies and Bureaus throughout the world.

It is apparent from this promotional material, that Canadian Art Laboratory was seriously concerned with the quality of its materials and permanency of its products. Canadian Art Laboratory claimed to have released their “CANLAB PERMANENT ARTISTS WATERCOLOUR PAINTS” after three years of testing and stated that these were the first watercolours to have been manufactured in Canada. Unfortunately, no details were found on any of the testing methods used by Canadian Art Laboratory for its products apart from a reference to the use of a fadeometer to test light fastness. In one of their last advertisements in *Canadian Art* in 1950, they promoted the permanence of their materials in painting by stating: …but we do know it will last for ever...if the artist used “CALAB” OILS.

**Range of Artists’ Materials**

Following incorporation in 1947 and the ensuing expansion of the operation, Canadian Art Laboratory offered a wide variety of artists’ materials. We can find colours listed in their catalogues such as Artists’ Watercolours, Permanent Artists’ Oil Colours, Artists’ Foundation White, Artists’ Dry Pigments, CALAB Designers Colours, C.A.L. Professional Showcard Colours, C.A.L. Dry Tempera Colours, and C.A.L. Student Watercolour Cakes. Additional items offered for sale included palette knives with walnut handles, art papers, artists’ canvas and stretcher pieces, canvas panels called the “High Park Panel,” and other miscellaneous items. A Canadian Art Laboratory catalogue dated February 1, 1949 is available for study at the National Gallery of Canada and provides important information about these products. This publication contains illustrations, product information and manufacturing details. Canadian Art Laboratory products listed in the 1949 catalogue were manufactured using domestic and imported ingredients. For example, Canadian Art Laboratory oil colours were made with imported pigments (and possibly some domestic pigments) and cold pressed Canadian linseed oil. These oil colours were also available in metal tubes with metal sealed tops to keep the paint fresh. The user had to pierce the metal seal with a pin to squeeze out the paint. These specialized metal tubes were first advertised in *Canadian Art* in 1947 stating that “Canadian Art Laboratory now present pin point protection” (Figure 7). They also produced retouching varnish and damar varnish by mixing Singapore damar gum with turpentine, and Canadian Art Laboratory claimed to be the first colour house to offer a new artists’ sicatif which did not contain lead. Canadian Art Laboratory also offered dry pigments, various binders such as skin glue, and special mixed technique sets which they stated were used in the Banff Summer School (Banff School of Fine Arts) and approved by Canada’s leading artists. They did not provide specific names of artists who endorsed this product, but the set included materials such as skin glue, whiting and damar crystals so that artists could mix their own size for canvases and make ground preparations and varnishes.

A line of brushes offered by Canadian Art Laboratory was listed as “a new scientific-hand-made-line of Artists brushes” and it stated that they were the result of the “confusion of Post-
War Brush manufacturing. According to the explanation in the Canadian Art Laboratory catalogue, imported brushes were described as difficult to obtain and expensive to the artist. These statements in their catalogue can be substantiated by referring to information found on Winsor & Newton’s website where they state that it was difficult for them to attract brush-makers after the Second World War because of the sedentary nature of this job and they ended up looking for a new factory site after the war which had a surplus of labour. This might account for a general shortage of artist’s brushes in the industry at that time. The hairs which were used for Canadian Art Laboratory brushes were imported and assembled in their factory. Sizes were listed as standard numerical sizes and also as “Large English Sizes.”

Among the items offered in the 1949 catalogue was a variety of artists’ boxes some of which were made of maple and plywood. Boxes were named after artists, such as the Frederick Henry Brigden watercolour box that was developed for junior artists. Brigden, a Canadian watercolour artist (1871-1956), selected the palette of colours for the box. Also offered was an artist’s sketch box easel that was for indoor and outdoor sketching. It had adjustable legs which allowed the artist to work 42” off the ground and the easel section held four panels from 12” x 16” to 27” by expanding the panel holder. It had a leather shoulder carrying strap and the box was made of white oak and held a mahogany palette. The “Laurentian Sketch Box” was said to have been conceived by consulting with fifty leading Canadian artists and it was built by skilled woodworkers. It held two 12” x 16” panels and also held a clear lacquered palette which did not stain. They also listed a “Georgian Bay Palette” in their catalogue that was made of plywood and weatherproofed with a clear lacquer. The “Ferguson Palette” was described as “revolutionary” and was a pad of fifty sheets of non-absorbent paper which could be changed by tearing off the sheets. Canadian Art Laboratory was a proud Canadian company that sought to distinguish itself in the world by giving its products names that were taken from Canadian geographic regions, cities or Canadian artists.

Preserved Examples of Products

Examples of Canadian Art Laboratory products have been found in two artists’ paintboxes in the McMichael Canadian Art Collection in Kleinburg, Ontario. One paintbox is identified as having belonged to Canadian artist J. E. H. MacDonald (1873-1932) (Figures 8 and 9). There are three Canadian Art Laboratory products found in this paintbox consisting of two tubes of oil paint (yellow ochre and cadmium red deep) and one bottle of Spirits of Turpentine. It is possible that these items were added after the death of the artist since Canadian Art Laboratory was not established until 1932. The second box is identified as belonging to Canadian artist A.J. Casson (1898-1992) (Figure 10) and contains one Canadian Art Laboratory paint tube (cobalt violet) out of a total of nine tubes of paint found in the paintbox (Figure 11). Rare examples of Canadian Art Laboratory products can also be found in artists’ materials study collections such as that found within the Art Conservation Program, Queen’s University, Kingston, Ontario, which provide valuable information on the physical nature of Canadian Art Laboratory products. Two Canadian Art Laboratory products in the study collection at Queen’s University include a cardboard container of skin glue (Figure 12) and a glass jar of monastral blue oil colour (Figure 13). By preserving and maintaining these collections we will be able to study and analyze their contents in the future.

Conclusions

Canadian Art Laboratory was a notable manufacturer and international supplier of artists’ materials during the early- to mid-twentieth century. Founded in Toronto in the early 1930s by chemical engineer Henry James Goulding Carter, this firm filled a void in the manufacturing sector of artists’ materials in Canada.

Canadian Art Laboratory flourished until the company was officially dissolved in 1954. Of note was the purported intense internal scrutiny of their manufacturing processes and quest for permanence of their materials. They published technical information about their products in catalogues such as details on specific ingredients, durability and handling qualities and invited artists to visit their laboratory to discuss technical concerns. The company strived to meet the highest U.S. standards in paint-manufacturing practice; however, they always maintained a Canadian distinctiveness through the naming of their products. No other manufacturer of artists’ materials at that time would...
have distributed a brush called “Banff Brights” or “Laurentian Rounds.” Their overt nationalistic attitudes mirrored a broader movement to strengthen the Canadian identity that was often loudly expressed in their promotional literature: “Buy Canadian – Buy the Best.” The products manufactured and distributed by this company can be found in a few artists’ paintboxes and artists’ materials study collections. They are a reminder of the exceptional achievement of this early Canadian manufacturer of artists’ materials.

Above all, Canadian Art Laboratory products can be expected to be found in the works painted by Canadian artists and international artists beginning in the early 1930s to the 1950s. Furthermore, it is now possible to begin to draw up an inventory of specific Canadian Art Laboratory artists’ materials, paints, brushes, varnishes, etc., to which samples and descriptive information from Canadian paintings can be compared. A bank
Figure 12. Cardboard container of granulated skin glue in the study collection at Queen’s University. Photograph: Barbara Klempan.

Figure 13. Glass jar of monastral blue oil paint in the study collection at Queen’s University. Photograph: Barbara Klempan.
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Appendix I: An Overview of Advertisements for Artists’ Materials in Toronto (1900-1933)

The Toronto City Directories included in this research listed business firms, private citizens, classified businesses, and eventually the Toronto Buyer’s Guide. It should be noted here that submissions to the directory may have been obtained for publication a year before printing. Headings in the business directories for suppliers of art materials changed throughout the twentieth century and we sometimes find suppliers listed under “Artists’ Materials,” “Painters’ Supplies,” “Paints, Oils and Varnish,” “Artists’ Supplies,” “Canadian Artists” and even “Art Goods & Bric-A-Brac.”

In the Toronto City Directory of 1900, there is one heading for “Artists’ Materials” and only two companies are listed: Art Metropole located at 131 & 133 Yonge Street and The E. Harris Co. Ltd. located at 44 King Street West. In the alphabetical listing of the 1902 Toronto City Directory we find George Ridot & Co. listed as manufacturers’ agents located at 75 York Street. By 1903, George Ridot is one of four suppliers of artists’ materials advertising in the city directory under Artists’ Materials (the other three suppliers are: The Art Metropole, T. A. Crowley, and E. Harris Co. of Toronto Ltd.) and he is located at 77 York Street, Toronto. He later shared this address with Artists’ Supply Co. Two of the four suppliers listed under “Artists’ Materials” in 1903 are again listed in the same directory of 1903 under the heading of “Painters’ Supplies” and one company is listed for a third time under “Paints, Oils, etc.,” suggesting that these are general categories for both suppliers of artists’ materials and general paint materials.

In 1906 there are four entries under “Artists’ Materials”: Art Metropole, 149 Yonge Street; Castrucci Co. (plaster casts), 423 Yonge Street; and Harris E. Co. of Toronto Ltd., 71 King Street East, along with the first entry for Artists’ Supply Co. which is located at the same address as George Ridot – 77 York Street. George Ridot & Co. is not listed in the 1906 directory although he appears in the directory again in later years. It appears as though George Ridot & Co. and Artists’ Supply Co. shared a space at 77 York Street between 1906 and 1911. In 1911, there are five companies listed in the directory under “Artists’
Materials”: The Art Metropole, 149 Yonge Street; The Artists’ Supply Co. at 77 York Street; Harris E. Co. of Toronto Ltd., 71 King Street East; George Ridot & Co. at 77 York Street; and Thompson P. Co. at 136 Victoria Street. George Ridot & Co. does not appear in the business directory after 1911.

In 1913 we find the first entry for Canadian Art Studio and Stationery Store in the directory under the heading of “Artists’ Supplies.” It is located at 479 Yonge Street and it specialized in ceramic decorating, but also advertised as being dealers in art and artists’ materials, ceramic supplies, and artistic picture framing. It is not unusual to have stores selling a variety of different art products to the consumer. In nineteenth-century advertisements placed in The Globe and Mail, artists’ materials were sold along with chemicals, spices, drugs and dye stuffs. ¹ Even as late as 1931, under the heading of “Paints, Oils and Varnish” in the Toronto Business Directory (“Wholesale”), there is an advertisement for James W. Paton (James F. and Charles E. Paton), importer of and dealer in paints, oils, window glass of every description, brushes, artists’ tools, painters’ materials, etc. located at 20 Temperance Street, Toronto.²

By 1928 there are seven companies listed under “Artists’ Materials” and for the first time we see an entry for the firm of Reeves & Sons (Canada) Ltd. located at 60 Front Street West.³ The American company of Max Grumbacher, founded in New York in 1905, is listed for the first time in the 1933 directory and is located at 55 York Street.⁴ Subsequent directories have numerous suppliers of artists’ materials including subsidiaries of American and British companies.

1. The Globe and Mail, Toronto, Oct. 28, 1858, p. 3.